“Due to the support from her teachers and therapists at The Schwartz School my daughter is a safer and happier child. I could not have asked for a better outcome.”

- Schwartz School Parent

The Schwartz School
Providing an innovative special education curriculum.

One Posa Place, Dartmouth, MA 02747
(508) 996-3391
meetingstreet.org
For 70 years The Schwartz School has provided exceptional educational and therapeutic services for children with multiple special needs.

What sets The Schwartz School apart:

- Rich academic environment for students with special needs year round. From 3 to 22 years old.

- Intensive therapeutic services, including comprehensive school nursing services.

- Occupational, physical and speech therapy provided in both the classroom and one-to-one settings.

- Aquatic therapy in our salt water pool.

- Commitment to innovative techniques linked to successful transition into adulthood.